FGF SiGNaliNG
In recent years, a major movement in the field of signal transduction has been to study the effects that signaling pathways can have on structural components of the cytoskeleton and on the adhesive junctions that organize and hold cells together. Some of the most interesting findings have concerned how the small GTPases Rac, Rho, and CDC42 remodel the cytoskeleton, polarize cells, coordinate cell migration, and regulate adhesion. The Drosophila homologues of these molecules have many characterized effects. 1 For example, in the embryo they are important for cellularization and the earliest movements of gastrulation such as ventral furrow formation. Work form the laboratory of Arno Müller has specifically characterized the role of the Rho Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor (GEF) Pebble (RhoGEF or pebble (pbl)) in the post epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) cells that originate from the ventral furrow. Previously, they had published a study detailing how FGF signaling requires pbl to coordinate the migration of these cells after they undergo their transition to motility. 2 However, in a mysterious finding at the time, this process did not appear to function through the obvious candidate small GTPase RhoA; instead, they observed that motility was RhoA-independent. At this meeting they reported that the conundrum might now be solved. Through some elegant imaging and genetic experiments, they now report that Pbl activates Rac, leading to increased motility of the mesenchymal cells. This is a novel function for Pbl, which is known to be a GEF for RhoA, but had not been previously shown to have a similar function toward Rac GTPases.
These findings are especially interesting in light of the recent report that Rho is degraded to facilitate EMT in response to TGFβ signaling. 3 Therefore, Rho could be degraded and junctions lost as part of EMT, allowing the mesenchymal cells freedom to move. This movement in turn could be activated by FGF signaling affecting Rac through Pbl (Fig. 1) . It should be interesting to see how the migration of mesenchymal cells compares to another model system for the study of cell migration in Drosophila, namely the border cell migration model, which depends on Receptor Tyrosine Kinase signaling as well. 4 
JaK/STaT SiGNaliNG
The Drosophila Jak/Stat pathway has become an intensely studied signaling pathway in part due to its importance for stem cell maintenance. 5, 6 Jak/Stat plays a major role in maintaining "stemness" and controlling proliferation in both germline stem cells and in the fly haematopoietic system. 7 However, as the Jak/Stat ligand's name suggests (Unpaired) there are developmental roles in patterning as well. A presentation as well as a recent paper from Erika Bach's laboratory concentrated specifically on a developmental patterning role for Upd through the Jak/Stat pathway. 8 They suggest a role for Jak/Stat in establishing the proximal-distal axis in the developing leg and antennal imaginal discs. They show that Upd is expressed in a pattern complementary to Wingless expression. Furthermore, they have shown that in the developing eye imaginal disc Jak/Stat has a patterning function in addition to the previously identified effects on cell proliferation. 8 In addition, they have www.landesbioscience.com
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New Advances in Signaling and Pattern Formation Figure 1 . Simplified diagram of the signaling pathways discussed, highlighting the recent advances described in the text.
found that an as yet unidentified cell-autonomous factor functions downstream of Stat to repress Wg expression in imaginal discs. This study implies that much remains to be learned about Jak/Stat signaling in development, and suggests that-by conveying contextspecific signals for stemness, proliferation or differentiation-Jak/Stat is not different from other developmental pathways. It also reinforces the notion that signaling pathways elicit very different responses in different cells, and underlines our ignorance as to why one cell will differentiate, another will proliferate and still another will apoptose in response to the same signal.
wiNGleSS SiGNaliNG
Although the Wnt/Wingless signaling pathway has been studied in much detail, several points of contention persist and unanswered questions remain. For example, the exact mechanism of signal transduction remains unclear. Further, the subcellular compartment where the signaling events occur is uncertain with proposed sites being the plasma membrane, the cytoplasm, and the nucleus. 9 One especially difficult question is how the protein Disheveled (Dsh), which, based on epistasis and biochemical studies, bridges the interaction between the Wg receptor Frizzled and the downstream destruction complex, activates the signaling pathway. The destruction complex is composed of Axin, APC, and the kinases GSK3 and CK1, and maintains Armadillo/β-catenin at a low level. Signaling somehow inhibits the complex, leading to Armadillo (Arm) accumulation, subsequent entrance into the nucleus, and activation of transcription. 9 These topics and many others are the subjects of intense study in many laboratories at the moment.
One very interesting problem is the existence of various negative feedback loops that are activated in response to the Wg signal. These include, in mammals, the direct transcriptional activation of Axin2, a negative pathway component, as well as various secreted Wnt antagonists. 9 Keith Wharton and his group have been working on another antagonist and transcriptional target of Wg signaling known as Naked Cuticle (Nkd). At this meeting and in a recent publication in Genetics they provide evidence that Nkd functions, at least in part, within the nucleus to restrain Wg signaling. 10 They find that Nkd contains two nuclear localization sequences that are required for activity. These findings, in conjunction with previous results showing that Nkd must bind to Dsh in order to down regulate the Wg signal, taken together with the finding from vertebrate studies that Dsh nuclear localization is required for its ability to fully activate signaling 11 suggest that Nkd may function as an antagonist of nuclear signaling steps. It will be very interesting to see what the mechanism entails, whether it functions by enhancing Armadillo export from the nucleus through APC or Axin, through direct interference with transcription, or through something else entirely.
These thought provoking studies, as well as many others not mentioned here due to space considerations, made for a stimulating and informative fly meeting. It does appear to be a good time to be involved in Drosophila research. There are many new discoveries being made and new tools are rapidly becoming available leading to the acceleration of basic research. This not only makes biology intellectually more appealing, but better knowledge of basic biology leads to greater knowledge of disease and how to fight it.
